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February 14, 2022 

Hon. Michelle L. Phillips, Secretary 
Department of Public Service 
Albany, NY 
 
 

 Case 15-E-0302, Proceeding on Motion of the Commission to Implement a Large-Scale 
Renewable Program and a Clean Energy Standard.  

 In response to comments on proposed Tier 4 contracts of NYSERDA with Clean Path New 
York LLC (CPNY) and Hydro Quebec Energy Services (U.S.)/Champlain Hudson Power 
Express (CHPE), which would transmit renewable power to New York City (NYC) 

 
 
Dear Secretary: 
 
Nuclear New York strongly believes in long-term investments in zero-emission infrastructure and 
approaches NYSERDA’s proposed contracts mentioned above constructively. Most importantly, 
the contracts will provide system benefits and emission avoidance for much longer than the 
thirteen years used to calculate them (2028–2040), an aspect overlooked by some commenters. 
 
We feel compelled to respond to the general level of discussion of these contracts. It appears 
responses, whether welcoming or rejecting of either contract, are based on long-held general 
positions or self-interest rather than an inspection of the contracts themselves. For example, 
Independent Power Producers of New York (IPPNY) welcomes CPNY but rejects CHPE. This clearly 
fits with IPPNY’s self-interest and mandate: New York power generators stand to gain from CPNY 
but will lose with CHPE. But has IPPNY engaged with the merits of the contracts’ specifics? No, they 
have not, nor has anyone else: 
 

1. CPNY gets to use NY Power Authority’s Blenheim-Gilboa pumped storage facility 
presumably free of charge. The estimated dollar price of this unique facility would be about 
$2 billion should New York build it today. In reality, Blenheim-Gilboa is priceless: New York 
will most likely be unable to build another like it. Yet, there is barely any mention of this gift 
by the people of New York in the Tier 4 Bid Evaluation, making the comparison with CHPE, 
which gets no such gift, unfair. Without Blenheim-Gilboa, CPNY’s intermittent generation 
would be much less valuable to NYC and the proposed transmission line much too 
undersized. The connection would either sit idle when variable renewables are not 
generating or simply transmit electricity from fossil combustion to NYC most of the time. 
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2. The annual bid quantity for CHPE is higher than that of CPNY, which is also reflected in the 
higher costs and system value of CHPE over CPNY. However, NYSERDA expects cumulative 
carbon abatements of 49 million metric tons by CPNY but only 37 million metric tons by 
CHPE over the 13 years under evaluation. Per kWh, this translates to 479 grams of carbon 
avoided by CPNY, and only 274 grams per kWh avoided by CHPE. It is slightly worse in 
NYSERDA’s Benefit Cost tables: $50 per MWh in Carbon Value delivered by CPNY, but only 
$27 for CHPE. Even more extreme is the valuation for air quality improvements, where 
CPNY scores $27 per MWh vs. CHPE’s disappointing $12. If there is a clear explanation for 
this somewhere, we haven’t seen it. 

3. If anything, the Carbon Benefits that NYSERDA calculated for CPNY should be lower than 
those of CHPE given that most of CPNY’s wind and solar projects are already planned and, 
so far, tallied as so-called Tier 1 Renewable Energy Credit (REC) projects. Little is being won 
with CPNY since it is difficult to add additional Tier 1 projects upstate due to the ever-
growing number of transmission-constrained “pockets”. These pockets can host the same 
projects either for Tier 1 or Tier 4, but to benefit from both credit schemes requires 
additional transmission investments, ignored in NYSERDA’s Bid Evaluation analysis. 

4. NYSERDA and the PSC need to examine how extreme weather may impact New York’s 
expected energy imports. In the payment formula, both projects get the promised Strike 
Price “minus the simple (not load-weighted) average of Zone J’s marginal price” for each 
MWh delivered during that month. This is treating both CPNY and CHPE like baseload 
power sources but without actually getting baseload service. Quebec and NYC often 
experience the same weather.  Consequently, CHPE will deliver electricity during low or 
moderate demand periods. But Hydro Quebec will keep all power at home during grim 
winter weeks, such as on January 22 of this year: Exports to ISO-NE (the New England grid) 
were reduced to the contracted minimum, and, instead of exporting power to New York, 
Quebec needed to import power from New York. On really cold days in the Northeast, NYC 
will get no power via CHPE and will again rely on fossil-fueled “peaker plants”. Yes, CHPE 
and CPNY will get paid little for their electricity in the wholesale market if they fail to serve 
NYC in times of most desperate need. However, New Yorkers are still going to pay plenty 
for the RECs generated during “nice weather” hours. 

5. While CPNY cannot make any enforceable guarantees as to when they are able to deliver 
their weather-dependent power, CHPE could. However, the only assurances that the CHPE 
contract provides is a vague Minimum Delivery Requirement, calculated over the six 
months of “Winter” or “Summer”. This incentive structure does nothing to guarantee New 
Yorkers access to hydropower at times when it is needed most to balance intermittent 
wind- and solar-based generation and to protect against deadly power shortages, such as 
seen during the Texas Freeze of 2021. Therefore, neither project will help displace the need 
for fossil-fuel-based backup power plants. 

6. Both contracts sound strong in Sections 4.03/4.04: NYSERDA is going to pay nothing for 
RECs created during hours in which the marginal price of electricity in NYC is zero or 
negative. However, this provision expires after the first 200 such hours in a year – a mere 
2.3% of the time. However, over the lifespan of the contracts, NYSERDA is planning to 
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connect not 9,000 MW, but possibly 19,000 MW of offshore wind power to NYC and Long 
Island. Often, these facilities will produce no electricity at all, but when the wind blows 
NYSERDA is obligated to accept all the generated power or pay for curtailment. Given 
federal production tax credits, this will force NYC wholesale electricity prices into negative 
values, perhaps for thousands of hours every year. The contracts’ pricing formula, however, 
forces NYSERDA to compensate CHPE and CPNY for these depressed prices, irrespective of 
whether NYC needs their output or not. 

7. NYSERDA and others expect New York’s peak electricity load to move to Winter as heat 
pumps replace gas boilers for space heating. Thus, capacity market prices will be much 
higher in Winter than in Summer. The REC pricing formula for both contracts subtracts the 
capacity value of each project from the respective strike price. However, for the CHPE 
contract, this adjustment only happens in the six months of “Summer”. For the “Winter 
Capability Period”, this adjustment is set to zero and New Yorkers are “paying” CHPE, via 
the unadjusted strike price, for capacity that CHPE is not guaranteeing. Adding insult to 
injury, all the careful clauses of the contract, for “Loss Factor”, “Unavailability Factor”, and 
“Mitigation Factor” are being multiplied by the same “zero capacity” factor in Winter, when 
they should matter most. 

8. NYSERDA calculates the “Carbon Benefit” using the globally-suffered Social Costs of Carbon 
as calculated by the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation. However, 
this value has been calculated using a 2% discount rate, whereas everything else in 
NYSERDA’s Bid Evaluation is using a discount rate of 3.68%. NYSERDA is mixing apples and 
oranges, and no one seems bothered. In partial acknowledgement, NYSERDA is offering a 
“low carbon value scenario”, employing a social cost of carbon calculated at a 3% discount 
rate. But this is still a HIGH carbon value scenario in the context of this analysis. The only 
Carbon Benefit we should be looking at would be one based on the same discount rate 
used elsewhere in the analysis, 3.68%, yet NYSERDA denies us this clarity. 

9. Sadly, the benefits of both projects combined already show a diminishing rate of return. 
With relatively cheap Quebecoise hydropower tapped out, and priceless Blenheim-Gilboa 
pumped hydro power given away for free, how is NYSERDA planning to sell New Yorkers on 
the next Tier 4 projects, which will be more expensive and offer smaller benefits? 

 
All this shows that providing renewable electricity to NYC is challenging and the idea of cheap 
renewables is wrong: $23.7 billion in today’s dollars, just for RECs from 2.55 GW of intermittent 
electricity with need for backup capacity likely to be supplied by gas peakers.  When we consider 
the additional environmental problems cited by others, anyone but the most biased observer 
must consider nuclear energy. How much would that cost, and how much in system, carbon, and 
air quality benefits could additional, New York-controlled, nuclear power bring? We don’t know, 
because NYSERDA explicitly excludes new nuclear capacity from any of its modeling. Is NYSERDA 
afraid of the findings from truly technology-neutral modeling? 
 
We must call on NYSERDA to renegotiate the terms of these contracts in order to assure that 
electricity will be provided when it matters most instead of leaving CPNY and HQ with almost all of 
the upside and New York ratepayers with all the downsides of these dubious contracts. 
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We also call on NYSERDA to improve the quality of information shared with New Yorkers so that 
the public might make well-informed decisions about decarbonizing the electric grid. One 
enormous improvement in clarity would be to negotiate contract terms that specify a clear price 
for the Tier 4 RECs, in lieu of the incredibly complicated and opaque strike price minus electricity 
value minus capacity market value calculation. It is inconceivable that such complicated formulas 
are benefiting New York ratepayers. All we appear to gain is the ability for NYSERDA to pretend 
that we are paying for RECs only, when in fact the contracts’ rather unfavorable terms guarantee a 
strike price for RECs, electricity, and capacity combined. 
 

Respectfully submitted, 

Nuclear New York 

By: Dietmar Detering, PhD 
3961 47th ST 
Sunnyside, NY 11104 
(917) 251-2235 
info@nuclearny.org 


